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About me
● sixth year teaching at Endicott

○ in Beverly, MA (about 1 hour south of here)
■ in between witch trials and sad Casey Affleck movies

○ teaching school (4 courses per semester)
■ read: not much time for research :( 

○ department of 2.5 faculty with ~40 undergrad CS majors
○ no graduate program

● before that: MS/PhD in Computer Science at UMass Amherst
○ Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval (along with Prof. Dietz, who was a postdoc)
○ overlapped with Prof. Petrik (we used to play volleyball and softball together)

● interned at NIST, Yahoo! (when it was still a thing), and MSR
○ definitely do an internship if you have a chance -- you meet amazing new people
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Motivation
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A page from Mrs. Dalloway by Virginia Woolf
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Questions about social networks in literature
● how do conversation networks differ between rural and urban novels in 19th 

Century novels? (Elson..., 2010, 2012)

○ 60 novels analyzed using quoted speech attribution
○ (they don't)

● how do literary characteristics relate to character network characteristics? 
(Sack 2014; Alexander, unreleased)

● how big can a network get
before readers can't keep
track of characters anymore
(Alexander)

● is there an inverse between
amount of dialog and # of
characters? (Elson et al., 2010; Agarwal 2016) (no, there's not)
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Genre Length

Realism Popularity
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What's an edge?
● x talks to y
● x observes y
● x knows about y
● x and y appear in the same scene together
● x is related to y 
● others? probably
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How can we get these annotations?



Manual annotation pipeline

Transcribe
to

Excel

Network software
(Gephi/NodeXL/etc.)
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Alternative annotation methods

● dumb digital annotation software
○ manual annotation of entities and relationships in software
○ more shareable, easily updated
○ still a lot of work
○ no network extraction/analysis

● automated annotation pipeline
○ automatic annotation of entities and relationships
○ no human input required
○ not very accurate

● semi-automated annotation pipeline
○ initial automatic annotation of entities and relationships
○ can be modified manually (high accuracy)

■ automatic suggestions aid in this process
○ more work than fully automated
○ less work than digital annotation software

Our proposed 

work
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Dumb digital annotation 
software
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Callisto

Purpose
    annotate text with entity information
Input
    text with or without entity mention 
    annotations 
Output
    entities, entity mentions, relationships
Backend
    Java
Website
    http://mitre.github.io/callisto/
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Automated annotation 
pipeline
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Past work on fully automated annotation pipelines 

● End-to-end
○ input: unstructured, unannotated text
○ output: social network

● First half of pipeline
○ input: unstructured, unannotated text
○ output: tokenized text with named entities resolved

● Second half of pipeline
○ input: text, resolved entities, optional: mention annotations
○ output: social network

SINNET 
Agarwal et al. (IJCNLP 
2013 Demo)

Agarwal et al. (2010, 2013, 
2014, 2016)

Bamman, Underwood, 
and Smith (ACL 2014)
Agarwal et al. (IJCNLP 
2013 Demo)
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Automated annotation pipeline:
End-to-end pipelines 
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End-to-end systems: ad hoc
● windows / proximity

○ (a,b) iff a and b mentioned within n words of each other k or more times
○ n = 10, k = 3: Sack (Workshop on Computational Models of Narrative, 2013)
○ n = 30, k = 1: Feild & Alexander (unpublished) 

● speech
○ quoted speech attribution to extract (a,b)   Elson & McKeown (2010)

● ...
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SINNET (screenshot from Agarwal et al. IJCNLP 2013 Demo)

Purpose
    extract social network from text
Input
    text with or without entity mention annotations
Output
    visual network graph, export to gml and .net
Backend
    Java

Uses Jet (Grishman, ACE Eval Workshop 2005) for 
named entity resolution, etc.

End-to-end system: SINNET

Evaluation task:
 - extract unweighted interactions
 - excerpts from four 19th century novels
 - Mean F1: 0.61

Agarwal et al. (IJCNLP 2013)
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Automated annotation pipeline:
First half of pipeline 
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Stanford POS 
Tagger

MaltParser 
Dependency 

Parser

Stanford 
Named Entity 
Recognizer

Character 
clustering

Pronominal 
Coreference 
Resolution

82.7% accuracy using 10-fold CV over a 3-book 
sample (Pride and Prejudice, The Turn of the Screw, 
Heart of Darkness)

BookNLP: Detect and resolve named entities
(Bamman, Underwood, and Smith, ACL 2014)
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Jet Tokenizer
JET POS and 

Name 
Tagging

Jet Reference 
Resolver

SINNET
(Agarwal, Kotalwar, Zheng, and Rambow, IJCNLP 2013 Demo)

Jet (Grishman, ACE Eval Workshop 2005) 
https://cs.nyu.edu/grishman/jet/license.html 
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Automated annotation pipeline:
Second half of pipeline
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Text with 
entity 

mentions
(ACE 2005)

Classify: is this 
a social 
event?
(SED)

Split 
sentences

Classify: what 
type of social 

event?
(SEC)

Extract 
features and 
parse trees

No

Yes Interaction

Cognitive

Assumed given and perfect

Agarwal and Rambow (EMNLP 2010)

Keep 
sentences with 

two or more 
entities
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Text with 
entity 

mentions
(ACE 2005)

Classify: is this 
a social 
event?

Split 
sentences

Classify: what 
type of social 

event?

Extract 
features and 
parse trees

No

Yes
Interaction

Cognitive

Assumed given and perfect

Agarwal and Rambow (EMNLP 2010)

Keep 
sentences with 

two or more 
entities

Best model
SVM over:

● path enclosed tree
● grammatical relation tree
● sequence of nodes between the two entities

0.61 F1 78.72% accuracy

SED SEC

Averages over 50 randomized 
trials of 5-fold cross validation

(only for social events)
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Text with 
entity 

mentions
(ACE 2005)

Classify: is 
this a social 

event?

Split 
sentence

s

Classify: what 
type of social 

event?

Extract 
features and 
parse trees

No

Yes

Interaction Cognitive

Assumed given and perfect

Agarwal et al. (EACL 2014)

Keep 
sentences 
with two or 

more entities

0.585 F1

83.1% accuracy

Classify: is 
this a social 

event?

Classify: 
what type of 

social 
event?

Yes

Interaction Cognitive

No Event

SED SEC

0.48 F1

SNE Hierarchical

(Agarwal & 
Rambow 2010 + 
frame tree prop) 

(Agarwal & Rambow 2010 + frame tree prop) 
(Agarwal & Rambow 2010) 

Averages over 50 randomized 
trials of 5-fold cross validation

(only for social 
events)
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Text with 
entity 

mentions
(ACE 2005)

Classify: is 
this a social 

event?

Split 
sentences

Extract 
features and 
parse trees

Assumed given and perfect

Agarwal, Kotalwar, & Rambow (ICJNLP 2013)

Keep 
sentences 
with two or 

more entities

SED

Yes

No

SED (F1) Un-weighted SNE (F1)

B-Simple 0.56 0.57

BOW 0.48 0.61

Parse tree-based SVM 0.61 0.68

SNE

Network stats (degree, 
betweeness centrality, 
connected components, 
density, etc.) are substantially 
different for baselines than the 
parse-tree based SVM.
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Semi-automated 
annotation pipeline 
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Goals
● easy to share and modify annotations

○ Google Docs for named entity and relationship annotations
○ common reference points

● less work than annotating from scratch
○ seed with automatic methods
○ generate recommendations based on automatic methods + learning from annotations

● high-confidence results
○ Agarwal (2016) found F1 scores in the range 0.51–0.70 across four novels
○ scholars need more certainty of the accuracy of the annotations and resulting network
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Our vision
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"Mrs. Dalloway will see me," said the elderly 
man in the hall. "Oh yes, she will see me," he repeated, 
putting Lucy aside very benevolently, and running 
upstairs ever so quickly. "Yes, yes, yes," he muttered as 
he ran upstairs. "She will see me. After five years in 
India, Clarissa will see me."

"Who can—what can," asked Mrs. Dalloway 
(thinking it was outrageous of the day she was giving a 
party), hearing a step on the stairs. She heard a hand 
upon the door. She made to hide her dress, like a 
virgin protecting chastity, respecting privacy. Now the 
brass knob slipped. Now the door opened, and in 
came—for a single second she could not remember 
what he was called! so surprised she was to see him, so 
glad, so shy, so utterly taken aback to have Peter 
Walsh come to her unexpectedly in the morning! (She 
had not read his letter.)

"And how are you?" said Peter Walsh, positively 
trembling; taking both her hands; kissing both her 
hands. She's grown older, he thought, sitting down. I 
shan't tell her anything about it, he thought, for she's 
grown older. She's looking at me, he thought, a sudden 
embarrassment coming over him, though he had 
kissed her hands. Putting his hand into his pocket, he 
took out a large pocket-knife and half opened the 
blade.

Mrs. Dalloway

Lucy

Peter Walsh

Mrs. Dalloway
Mrs. Dalloway
Clarissa

Peter Walsh
The elderly man
Peter Walsh

Lucy
Lucy

Characters Relationships 

speak

speak
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Group/split/rename character lists

Peter Walsh
Mrs. Dalloway
Lucy
More

Re-assign mentions to other entities

Peter Walsh
Mrs. Dalloway
Lucy
More

Select new mentions 
and tie them to an entity

Create new or modify 
existing relationships

see
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www.isittoasted.com
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Automatic assist
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● automatic propagation of changes
○ changing the entity associated with a mention changes 

everything that mention is used in
■ relationships
■ character lists

● several ranking problems
○ entity suggestion when merging entity aliases
○ entity suggestion when highlighting a mention
○ relationship suggestions when selecting two mentions to relate 

in the text

● we can get better at recommendations by observing annotator behavior
○ the system should get better over time

Mrs. Dalloway
Mrs. Dalloway
Clarissa

Peter Walsh
Peter Walsh

Lucy
Lucy

The elderly man
The elderly man
Merge with...

Peter Walsh
Lucy
Mrs. Dalloway

more



Feature wish list
● public and private

○ book uploads
○ annotations

● annotations can be shared with other users
○ read-only / read+write permissions can be granted to specific users or the public

● multiple book uploads are only processed once
○ using checksums, if a book has been uploaded and processed in the past, it's not processed 

again unless explicitly told to do so
○ this should make the system faster with heavy load (e.g., in a classroom setting)
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Browser

Server

DB

API

BookNLP Other 
processors

Controller

Data
● users
● permissions
● processed texts
● annotations of a text

○ entities / groups
○ entity locations
○ relationships

Annotation view

visualize 
relationships

manage 
annotations

manage 
entities
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Manager view

Share 
annotations

Create/select 
annotations

Upload/browse 
books
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Users can modify automatically 
extracted 
entity lists:

● group
● split
● delete
● add

Users can also fork annotations.



Moving forward
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● complete the prototype system to allow for all the annotations
○ mentions
○ relationships

● add in client-side graphing (d3, probably)
● add in sharing
● add advanced recommendations
● test!
● rinse and repeat:

○ update
○ test with some real users

Mrs. Dalloway

Lucy

Peter Walsh

speak

speak



Summary
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● automatic methods of annotation are scalable
○ but lack the accuracy and adaptability of manual methods

● manual methods are (generally) accurate and flexible
○ but lack scalability and sharability of digital methods

● a semi-automated method may be in the Goldilocks zone
○ also provide a framework for getting "free" training data
○ introduce lots of new subproblems



Thanks
● Phil Lombardo—my direct collaborator
● Sam Alexander—inspiration for the project, insights from the lit world
● Niranjan Balasubramanian—for early advice on some of the related NLP
● Laura Dietz—my NLP connection and UNH host
● all of you for listening!
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Questions?
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